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INTRODUCTION 
Let R, like all rings in this paper, be commutative with identity and 
I<(R)= (atsR\ there exists a retraction r~,: R[[r]] -+ R with g.,(t)=aj. 
From [ESl] it is easily seen that I,(R) is an ideal and that a correspon- 
dence X, -+ f, extends uniquely to an R-automorphism of R[I [X, , . . . X,,]] 
if and only if the constant term of det(qf,/ZX,) is a unit in R and 
L(O)E I,(R) for each i. Consequently, the question of whether 
Aut, NCUI maps naturally into Aut, S[ [X] ] under a ring 
homomorphism j: R + S hinges entirely on whether j maps Z,(R) into I‘(S). 
Likewise, whether r~ E Aut, S[ [Xl] can be lifted under j to a member of 
Aut, R[[X]] depends upon liftability of units and whether j-‘(I,(S)) c 
I,(R). Thus we are interested in the stability of I, under homomorphism 
and ring extension. 
In Section 1. we define an ideal Q C_ R to be closed in R if the image of 
I,(R) in R/B is contained in Z,(R/Q). Several characterizations of closed 
ideals are given and it is shown that closed ideals have a number of strong 
closure properties. It is observed (Proposition 4) that every ideal in 
R[[X]] is closed if and only if R is noetherian. 
Section 2 is concerned with when R E S implies I,(R) c I,.(S). In case S is 
a finite R-module, it is shown (Proposition 10) that if Q E I,(R) is a finitely 
generated ideal, then the obstruction to QGC~(S) is the ideal j,(Q)= 
S n z;=, (X, - cti,) S[ [X,, . . . . X,]], where (o;):= r is a set of generators for 
Q. Theorem 11 shows that for any finitely generated ideal R in a com- 
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mutative ring R, [(7;:0QN]‘~j,(Q); its Corollary 13 says that if Q is a 
finitely generated ideal in I,(R), then [n;=, Q”]‘= (0). 
In Section 3 we consider R E. S and are concerned primarily with when 
I,(S) n R c 1, (R). Example 20 shows that even if S is a domain and a finite 
module over R, the containment need not hold; Proposition 18 gives 
several conditions which guarantee that it does. 
Section 4 specializes to the noetherian case. It is shown (Corollary 22) 
that if R is noetherian and QE I<(R), then I,(R) maps naturally onto 
I,(R/Q). Example 25 shows that this may fail in the non-noetherian case 
even if Q is principal and Q2 = (0). Theorem 26 shows that if R c S are 
noetherian rings and S is a finite R-module, then Jm = I,(S). This 
leads to a characterization (in the noetherian case) (Theorem 29) of the 
ideals B such that R[[X]]/B is a finite R-module. This generalizes Cox’s 
similar characterization of finite projective ring extensions in the one- 
variable case [C, Corollary 1.1. Example 30 shows the necessity of the 
noetherian hypothesis. Finally, if S is a finite integral extension of a 
noetherian ring R, then Corollary 31 gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition that S be an analytic extension of R. 
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
In what follows, X will always represent a finite set of indeterminates, 
(Xi, . . . . X,Z}. Similarly t, T, y will denote single indeterminates over 
appropriate base rings. Unless otherwise indicated R and S will always 
denote commutative rings. If R is a ring and 6 E I,(R), then (TV always 
denotes the canonical retraction of R[ [t]] + R taking t to 8, and tg 
always denotes the R-automorphism of R[ [t]] taking t to t + 8. We will 
denote the Jacobson radical of a ring R by J(R). 
We begin with a consideration of the question: Given an homomorphism 
~1: R --, S, when is u(l,(R)) GI,(S)? The following provides useful ter- 
minology and alternate formulations of the question. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be an ideal in a commutative ring R, CC R + R/Q the 
canonical map and a’ the natural extension of CI to R[ [Xl]. The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) cr(l,(R)) 5 I,(R/Q). 
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(ii) CI indices a group homomorphism 01~: Aut, R[[X]] + 
Aut,,,(R/Q)[ [Xl] such that for each rs E Aut, R[ [Xl] the diagrum 
comma tes. 
(iii) If 0 E Aut,R[ [Xl], then o(Q[ [Xl]) = Q[ [Xl]. 
(iv) If eEI,(R), then re(Q[[t]])=L2[[t]]. 
(v) If 8 E Z,(R), then o-JQ[ [t]]) = 52. 
Proof. (i)* (ii) Note that the only possible choice for a,(a) is to 
define it by the correspondence Xi -+ a’(f,) where 0(X,) = f,. By the dis- 
cussion in the Introduction, this defines an R/Q-homomorphism of 
(R/sZ)[ [Xl] since the constant term of a’(f,) is the image under E of the 
constant term off,. Moreover, it is an automorphism since the constant 
term of det(dfJsX,) maps to a unit. 
(iij --t (iii) is immediate since Q[[X]] is the kernel of a’: R[[X]] -+ 
(R/Q)[[X]] and must be taken to itself by I if a,(~) is well defined. 
(iii) +- (iv) is immediate since rO E Aut, R[[t]] 
(iv)*(v) follows since os(O[[X]]) can be computed using the fac- 
torization ~7~ = oo(za). 
(v)*(i) If OEZ,(R), then since os(Q[[t]])=12, oB induces 06: 
RCC~llI~Q2[:C~ll)= (NQ)CCtll -+ R/Q. I 
DEFINITION. An ideal Q 5 R satisfying any of the conditions of 
Theorem 1 is said to be closed in R. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that R is a commutatioe ring. 
(i) Zf (52,) J’ IS, f I d ‘d 1 IS a ami 1’o c ose I ea s in R, then 0, Q, is closed. 
(ii) Zf !2 and A are closed in R, then 52 + A is closed in R. 
(iii) Zf C? is closed in R and A is any ideal in R, then 52 : A is closed 
in R. 
(iv) Zj” S2 is closed in R and A G R is finitely generated, then 524 is 
closed in R. 
(v) All finitely generated ideals in R are closed. 
Proof. We apply Theorem l(iii) in cases (i) and (ii). 
(i) follows since for 0 E A% RWII.. ~W’V4~~[I~II)= 
dn, ~nitCxll~~~~~~~a~rl~xll~= n,a,c[xii=cn,~,)c[xl~ 
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(ii) follows similarly since (Q+d)[[X]] =Q[[X]] +d[[X]]. 
(iii) Since 0: A = niicd [Q : 6R], by (i) it suffices to prove the claim 
when L3 is a principal ideal, (6R). But if GE Aut, R[ [Xl], then 
6o([O:6][[X]]j_ca(S[Q:d][[X]])~o(R[[X]])=Q[[X]]. Thus d 
maps [Q : S][[X]] into itself. Since the calculation works equally well 
with K’, it follows that o( [Q : S][ [Xl]) = [Q : S][[X]]. 
(iv) If Q = (Q[, . . . . 0,). then QA = C:= I cc), A. Thus by (ii) it suffices ro 
show the result for each o, A. As above, if CE Aut, R[ [Xl], then 
4oA)CCXll =MACCXllj =~~~ACCWI) = (wA)CCXIl. 
(v) Since R is obviously closed, it follows from (iv) that finitely 
generated ideals are closed. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Ij'Q is an ideal in R, then Q is closed in R if it satisfies 
either of the bfollowing: 
(ii) D 3 I,(R). 
Proof: (i) follows from (Theorem l(iii)) since for (rEAutRR[[X]] one 
always has a(&?[ [Xl]) = a(Q(R[ [Xl])) = Q .a(R[ [Xl]) = !2 .R[ [Xl] = 
QCCUI. 
Part (ii) follows from (Theorem l(i)). In this case a(I,(R)) = (0) so it is 
certainly contained in [JR/Q). 1 
Remark. Let R be any (commutative)) ring. In general one has 
nil(R) sI,(R) cJ(R), where nil(R) is the nilradical of R [ESl, 
Theorem E]. However, for any R, I,(R[t]) =nil(R[t]). For if aEI,(R[t]), 
then (7 belongs to the Jacobson radical of R[t]. Hence 1 + fa is a unit in 
R[t]. It is well known that a must therefore be nilpotent. Consequently. we 
have I,(R[t]) is nil(R[t])=nil(R)[t]. In particular, if R is reduced then 
1, (R[ t] ) = (0) (and conversely). 
From the above remark we see that the assumption that all ideals in a 
ring are closed may not carry much information. On the other hand, for 
studies of this type, the “natural” generic extension is R[[X]]. 
~OPOSITION 4. Suppose R is a commutative ring, then R is noetherian if 
and O&J if every ideal of R[ [ X]] is closed. 
ProoJ: Since finitely generated ideals are closed, the only if part is clear. 
For the if part we may assume without loss of generality that X is a single 
variable, say t. If P is any prime in R, then P(R[[t]]) closed implies 
P(R[[t]])= P[[t]]. This follows from (Theorem l(v)) since D,: 
R[[t]l[[~~II +RCCtll takes ~(NLI~~~)CCJ~II to PCCtll. BY a theorem 
of Arnold et al. [AGH, Theorem 2.31, this implies that R is noetherian. 1 
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Proposition 4 guarantees that if R is not noetherian, R[ [Xl] will have 
nonclosed ideals. In fact, the proofs of Proposition 4 and Proposition 3(i) 
show that if Q is an ideal in R, then f2(R[ [Xl]) is closed in R[ [X]] if 
and only if Q(R[[X]])=Q[[CX]]. Th’ is is equivalent to the condition that 
every countably generated subideal of R is contained in a finitely generated 
subideal in R. Thus, if 52 fails to have this property, Q(R[ [Xl]) will not 
be closed in R[[X]] and in fact, x will not be contained in 
~,~RC[I~II,‘Q(RCC~Il). 
EXAMPLE 5. A ring R with a non-closed prime ideal. 
Let k be a field {a,>:=, a set of indeterminates over k, and 
R = k[ (a,},: ,I[ [Xl]. The ideal A = ( (a!>:= r) R is the increasing union of 
the prime ideals ((al);= ,)R and hence is prime itself. By the above 
remarks. the ideal .4 is not closed. 
PROPOSITION 6. If Q = fly=, P, is an irredundant representation f CI 
closed ideal 52 as a finite intersection of prime ideals, then each P, is closed. 
PTOOJ n[[x]] = fly= 1 P,[[x]] . IS an irredundant intersection. Let 
o~Aut~l?[[X]]. Then Q[[X]]=n;=,o(P,[[X]]). Thus it follows that 
for each i, P,[ [Xl] = a(P,[ [Xl]) f or somej. However, CT leaves R fixed so 
P,c o(P,[ [Xl]). Thus intersecting with R, we conclude that Pjz P,, 
Hence P, = P, and P,[[X]] is closed. 1 
,E is straightforward to show that if Q is closed and 
,!Q[ICUl = (w~~11[X17. th,‘Q is closed. In particular, if Q contains 
a power of its radical, then V, ‘Q is closed. However, in general the radical 
of a closed ideal need not be closed. 
EXAMPLE 7. A principal ideal in an integral domain whose radical is 
prime and not closed. 
Let (I’, M) be a valuation ring with value group the reals. If v is the 
associated valuation, then by an argument due to van der Put (see CAB]) 
there is an extension r* of v defined by v*(C,“=~ r, t’) = inf,{ v(rl)>. Since it is 
the center of v* on V[[t]}, the ideal M( V[[t]]) is prime. On the other 
hand, f~M(V[[t]])of=mf* for some MEM and fan V[[t]]. Thus 
if jn, E fW(O), then ~‘EM, V[[X]] for some 1. Consequently, 
M(V[[t]])=,/rfl,V[[t]]. However, M(V[[t]])#M[[t]]. Thus by the 
remarks preceeding Example 5, MV[ [t]] is not closed. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose R _c S and 3 is a closed ideal in S. rf 
I,(R) E I,(S), then R n d is closed in R. 
ProoJ: The hypothesis I,(R) G I,(S) is equivalent to the assumption 
4Sl’llO z-11 
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that each R-automorphism of R[[X]] extends to an S-automorphism of 
S[[X]]. If ciE Am, R[[X]], 1 e G* denote its extension to Aut, S[ [Xl]. t 
Then 
Thus R n A is closed by (Theorem l(iii)). 1
2 
Let R E S be a ring extension. We are interested in conditions under 
which either Zc( R) c Z,(S) or Z,(S) n R G Z,(S). In general, these contain- 
ments do not hold. For instance, let R be a domain with I,.(R) # (0) and 
S = R[t]. Then Z,(S) = (0) by the remark after Proposition 3. Hence 
I‘(R) s?& Z,(S). Similarly, t E I,(R[ [t]]) n R[t]. But, as noted earlier, any 
member of I,(R[t]) is nilpotent. 
DEFINITION. If Q = (oi, . . . o,,) is an ideal in R, then j,(Q) = 
Rn(x;=, (Xi--~J,)R[[X]]). If OE R, thenj,(e)=j,(BR). 
It was shown in [ES3, Theorem 1.51 that j,(Q) is independent of the 
generating set for Q and that j,(Q) E n,?= i (Q)‘. 
PROPOSITION 9. If Q = (col, ... . co,,) is a finitely generated ideal, then 
Q~l,(R)~j,(S2)=(0) andR[[X]]=R+~(X,-oj,)R[[X]]. 
ProoJ: If Q cI((R), then there exists TE Aut, R[[X]] such that 
z(XJ=Xj-co,. Now R[[X]]=R+XR[[X]] with XR[[X]]nR=(O). 
Apply z to these to get RCCXII=R+C(X,-w,)RCCXII and 
R n C (X, - w,) R[ [X] j = (0). Conversely, if these relations hold, then 
NCJ7lE (xi-w,) RCCYI +R . is a retraction of R[ [X] ] onto R with 
X, going to 0,. Thus each oi~lC(R). 1 
DEFINITION. If Q is any subset of a ring R, then j,(Q) is defined to be 
the union of all j,(F) where F ranges over the finite subsets of Q. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let S be a ring which is a finite R-module and 
R E I,(R). The following are equivalent: 
(i) 5;! c ZJS). 
(ii) j,(Q) = (0). 
(iii) j,(@)=(O)for each f3~Q. 
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Proof. (i) -+ (ii) Let F= (fi, . . . J;,) be a finite subset of 52. Choose 
z E Aut,S[ [Xl] such that r(X,) = X, +J;:. Then j,(F) = -c(j,(F)) =
$x(X-L)S[[X]]nR)=XS[[X]]nR=(O). 
(ii) -+ (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) + (i) Let (sl, . . . s,} be a module basis for S over R. Then 
.S[[t]]=Cs,R[[t]]. Since t3~1,(R), R[[t]]=R+(t-Q)R[[t]], so 
s[[r]] = xss,(R+(t-0)R[[t]]) = s+(r-0)s[[t]]. Thus since 
j,(0) = (0), we are done by Proposition 9. 1 
It would be very helpful to have general criteria for when j,(Q) = (0). 
Since j(Q) c n, 52” [ES3, Theorem 1.51, the assumption that the Q-adic 
topology is Hausdorff would accomplish this. However, there are examples 
[ESl, Remarks] showing that the containment may be proper. The follow- 
ing illucidates the relationship and answers a question raised in [ES3, 1.31. 
THEOREM 11. Let A = (a,, ._.. a,,) be a fitlitely generated ideal it1 the 
cornmutatiue ring R. Then [n, -4 ‘1’ ~j,( .4) c n, A ‘. 
ProojI Let 19,, l3,E n, A’ and write 8, =C;= 1 rl”a/ for each j>O. 
Obviously 
so 
where 
PC/ 1 = ,!A - a $/ + 1). I 1 1 I 
Similarly write 
for each j > 0. Thus for each j > 0, there is a system of equations 
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Now, let x1, . . . Y be indeterminates over R. Let -n 
f,(xt, . ..) x,) = f ry + {‘xi 
J=O 
for i= 1, . . . . 11, 
and consider 
Hence 
Applying Cramer’s rule to (*) yields the equations 
where 
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and so 
Let L., be the homogeneous polynomial of degree j - 1 in {s, : defined by 
J--L 
Q,,s,J= c (a,x,)‘(a,s,)‘J~ l-l’= ‘“‘;;.I r;‘)‘. 
p=o TI 1’3 
Note that then 
(U;X;’ - @.~I, = (f4,:{, -0,-y,) Q,.s., = (x, - 0,) axe,,,,, - (xx -a,) ai!i?l.S.J. 
Thus collecting terms we get 
where 
ff,., = f &'asQ,,s, 
;,=l 
is also homogeneous of degree (j- 1). Thus we have 
@Lb= f: (X,--a,) 5 ff,,,-WAX I,..., x,) EI’R(A). I 
;= 1 L /=I 1 
COROLLARY 12. Let R be an integral domain and Q = (w,, . . . . ccl,) be a 
finitely generated ideal in R. Let O* =C (XI-coi) R[[X]]. The following 
are equioalent: 
(i) n,z Sz” = (0). 
(ii) j,(Q) = (0). 
(iii) n, (Q*)n = (0). 
(iv) j,(Q*) = (0). 
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Proqf: Since R is an integral domain, (i)+-+ (ii) and (iii)++ (iv) are 
immediate from Theorem 11. 
(ii) c-) (iv) Note that j,,,,,,(52*)=RCCXIInC(Y,-(~~--o,)) 
R[[X, Y]] = R[[X]] n C(Z,-o,j R[[X, Z]] (where Z, = X,- Y,). 
Comparing coefficients of X one sees that jRccX,,(Q*) = (j,(Q))[ [Xl]. 
COROLLARY 13. If S2 is a finitely generated ideal contained in I,(R), then 
[-ytl 1 l2q2 = (0). 
ProoJ: Apply Proposition 9 and Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let R c S be domains with quotient fields K and L, 
respecticely. IfS is a finite module oc’er R, then there exists d # 0 in R such 
that d(S n K) E R. 
ProoJ: Choose (nlO, .. . . nly) c S, a held basis for L over K with o0 = 1 
There exists d # 0 in R such that dS c Cy= 0 Rw,. Thus 
d(SnK)cdSn Kc nK=R. 1 
PROPOSITION 15. If R c S with S a finite R module, and if there exists a 
regular conductor element of S over R, then I,.(R) c I,(S). 
Prooj: Let 6’ E I,(R) and d be a regular conductor element. Suppose 
r=(t-13)f(t)Ejs(6’). Then dr=(t-Q)dj”(t)Ej,(@)=(O). Thus r=O and 
hence j,(e) = (0). Therefore 0 E Z,(S) by Proposition 10. 1 
PROPOSITION 16. Let R E S with S a finite R-module. 
(i) If S is a domain then I,(R) G I,(S). 
(ii) If S is reduced with finiteIy manll minimal primes, each lying over 
a minimal prime of R, then I,(R) c I,(S). 
ProoJ: (i) Let 6’ EZ,(R). We need to show that 8 belongs to I,(S) or 
equivalently j,(e) = (0). If 8= 0, then there is nothing to prove. If 
r=(t-B)f(t)Ejs(B)nR then we see that f(t) = -r0-‘( 1 - V’t) E 
(Sn K)[ [t]], where K is the quotient field of R. By Proposition 13, there 
exists d#O in R such that d(SnK)cR, hence dr=(t-B)(df(t))E 
j,(e) = (0). Thus r = 0. 
(ii) As above it suffices to prove that j,(e) = (0) whenever t!?E I,(R). 
Since S is reduced it suftices to prove this modulo each minimal prime of S. 
Let p be any minimal prime of S and let q be p n R. By Proposition 6, both 
are closed. Let s E j,(e). In R/q c S/p, we have 0 E Z,( R/q) and SE j,,,,(Q). 
Hence by case (i), S= 0. 1 
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EXAMPLE 17. Rings RE S with R a domain, S a reduced finite 
R-module with finitely many minimal primes and (yet) I,(R) g I,(S). 
Let R be a domain and 52 a prime ideal of R which is not closed (cf. 
Example 5). Let 8 E I,(R) with 8 # I,( R/Q). Let S be the fiber product 
R xti R/Q constructed by using the canonical mapping $ from R to R/Q. 
Suppose there exists g8: S[ [t]] -+ S, where we have identified 8 with 
(0, 8). We claim that gB restricts o oIL(Bj on (R/Q) [ [t ] ] contradicting the 
choice of 19. To see this, write 
o,(O, f)=00 ( 0, c I t’ > = (r, 11). 
Note that then 
(r, h)= 0. 0, 2 $(Wi) t’-” . 
n 
Therefore I’ E B”R for all n. Hence r = 0 by Corollary 12. 1 
3 
As noted earlier, if R c S, then I,(S) n R need not be contained in I&R). 
There are, however, conditions which guarantee that the containment 
holds. 
PROPOSITION 18. If R E S, then I,(S) n R c Z,(R) if otze of the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) There is a retraction y:S-+ R. 
(ii) R = SC, the fixed ring of a group G of automorphism of the 
integral domain S. 
(iii) S is a domain and R is a direct summand of S. 
Proof. (i) Let OEI,(S)nR. Then there is ge:S[[r]]+S. The com- 
position R[[t]]+S[[t]]+S-+l’R maps R[[t]] onto R with t-+0. 
Thus 0 E I,(R). 
(ii) Let OEI,(S)nR. Then oe:S[[t]]-+S maps R[[t]]-R. For if 
f ER[[t]], then for each n, f=C~=Oclt’+ tn+'fn. Thus o@(f)= 
rn+P+l ae(fn) with r,,E R. If g EG, then g(oe(f)) = r,f &+‘g(f,). 
Consequently, g(a,(f )) - o@(f)~ n P’S= (0) since f3EJ,(S) and S is a 
domain. Thus r~Jf) E SG = R. 
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(iii) is similar to (ii). Let 7c: S -+ R be a projection of S onto R which 
is the identity on R. Using the same f as in part (ii), rc(rre(f)) = 
rn + &‘+ ‘rc(f,). Thus z(g@(f)) - cre(j) E fi ens= (0), so n(a&f,) = a&-) 
and as(f) E R. 1 
PROPOSITION 19. Suppose R E S and S is a finitelJ7 generated, projective 
R module. Then I,(R) = Z,(S) n R. 
ProojY There is a finitely generated R-module Q such that S’ = S@ Q is 
a finitely generated free R-module. S’[ [t]] is likewise a free module over 
R[ [t]] so (t - 0) S’[ [t]] is defined even though S’ may not be a ring. We 
show Z,(R) c Z,(S) by proving that 8 E Z,(R) implies j,(e) = (0), and apply- 
ing Proposition 10. Let (IV~}~=, be a basis for s’ over R, and 
s= (t-O)f(t)E j,(Q) with .f(t)~S[[t]]. We express both s and f(t) in 
terms of { IV~}~= I: s = z Y,I$‘, and f = C A,(t) M’~ with r, E R and 
A,(t) E R[[t]]. Then 0 = C (rl - (t - 0) A,(t)) o,, and by uniqueness of 
representation r, E j,(e) = (0). Thus s = 0 and Z,(R) c Z,(S). 
Conversely, suppose 6, E Z,(S) n R. We prove that there is a retraction 1~ 
from S to R and apply Proposition 18. To see this, write (I, 0) = C rrW, in 
S’. Note that (rl, . . . rp) is unimodular in S, since letting rc denote the 
projection from S’ to S, we get 1 = x r,n(w,). Since S is integral over R we 
see that (r,, . . . . rp) is also unimodular in R. Clearly R . (LO) is a direct 
summand of S’ and we get the required y by restricting the retraction from 
S’ to R= R.(l, 0). 1 
Even in the domain case, “finite module” is not enough to guarantee 
Z,(S)n RcZ,(R). 
EXAMPLE 20. Domains R E S having the same quotient field such that 
S is a finite R-module, yet Z,(S) n R s& Z,(R). 
Let k be a field, A = (az}zz r a set of indeterminates, R, = RCA], 
R=R,[[t’]][At] and S=R,[[t]]. Note RsS=R[t], t’ER and 
t= a, t/al is a member of the quotient field of R. By construction, 
tS = Z,(S). We claim that Z,(R) = (At, At’) R and hence t2 E Z,(S) n R, but 
t2 4 Z,(R). 
Prooj-of Claim. The elements of R are easily seen to be precisely those 
series in Ro[[t]] such that the coefficients of the odd powers of t are con- 
tained in a finitely generated subideal of AR,. That is, r(t) E R if and only if 
there exists an integer nz such that for some PE Ro[[t]], r(t)= r‘(t’) 
modulo (aI, . . . . a,) Ro[[t]]. Certainly if a,E A, then r(a, t) and r(a,t2) 
have this property, so (At, At2) c Z,(R). 
Conversely, suppose r E Z,(R). We must show r E (At, At2). First we show 
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that r,,, the constant term of r, is zero. Since r E J(R), 1 + Ar is a unit for all 
i, in R,. Hence 1 + Ir, is a unit in R, = k[A]. Therefore r,, is zero. 
Now suppose r I$ (At, At’)R, the series all of whose coefficients are in 
some finitely generated subideal of A. For each positive integer 12, we induc- 
tively choose a term ~~(,~,t P’R) in the expansion of [r(t)]” such that 
P’p(n) f$ (a,, a,, . . . a,- 1 ) (the condition is vacuous for IZ = 1). Let c’,, = I if 
C, Gn 10) is even, and 2 otherwise. Let t, = a, tYrfGcn p(f’ E R and 
f= CF= icrt ?I’* E R[ [JI]]. If r(t) EI,(R), then f(r(t)) E R. However, the 
residue of f(r(t)) modulo (a,, . . . a,- i) will have the non-zero term 
cc P,R,an t “nt~Gn JG) of odd t-degree. This follows since all contributions from 
terms in f of y-degree < n - 1 vanish modulo (a,, . . . . a,, ~~ r ), and every term 
contributed from larger powers of J’ will have a larger t-degree. 
4 
In this section, we specialize to the noetherian case, beginning with an 
extension of a result of Cox [C, Proposition 51. 
PROPOSITION 21 (Cox’s lemma). Let R he a noetherian ring and 
QsI,(R). [f OCR is such that BEZ,(R/Q), then BEI,( 
ProoJ We will show thatj,(Q=(O) and R[[tJJ=R+(t-B)R[[tJ]. 
This implies 8 E I,(R) by Proposition 9. 
First we show that j,(e) = (0). It suffices to show nn 8”R = (0) since 
j,(0) c n, B”R. Since Q cJ(R) and f?gJ(R/O), it follows that 8 EJ(R). 
Therefore n,* 8”R = (0). 
Let R*=R[[t]]/(t-8)R[[t]]. Note that RcR* since j,(S)=(O). 
Since Ic(R[[t]])=(I,(R), t), Qcl,R[[t]]. Since (t-Q)R[[r]] is closed 
by Proposition2(v), QsI,(R*). Moreover R*/QR*=R[[t]]/(O[[t]], 
t-8)%(R/R[[t]])/(t-@zR/Q since 8, the image of 6 modulo Q, is in 
I<(R/Q). Thus R* = R + QR*. Since R* is noetherian, nnQ”R* = (0). Thus 
by a form of Nakayama’s lemma (as stated in [ES& p. X6]), R= R*. But 
this implies R[[t]]=R+(t-e)R[[t]]. 1 
COROLLARY 22. rf R is rzoetherian and D G I,(R), then Z,(R)/&! = 
I,(R/.C?). 
Proof. Since 52 is finitely generated, it is closed by Proposition 2(v). 
Therefore I,( R)/Q E I,( R/Q). The reverse containment is immediate from 
Proposition 2 1. 1 
Corollary 22 is a “lifting” result; it implies that if R is noetherian and 
Q E I,(R), then any R/G?-automorphism of (R/Q)[ [Xl] can be lifted to an 
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R-automorphism of R[[X]]. The following shows that, in general R/V 
automorphism of (R/Q”)[ [Xl] can be lifted if they can be lifted mod Q, 
provided one has j,(Q) = (0). 
PROPOSITION 23. Suppose R is a commutative ring and Q is a finitely 
generated ideal such that Q” = (0). If 6 E R is such j,(e) = (0) and the image 
qf‘ 8 in R/G? belongs to I,(R,Q), then 8 belongs to I,(R). 
ProoJ: Let 6 denote the image of 9 in R/Q. Then 0 E I,( R/Q) implies 
(R/Q)[[t]]=R/Q+(t-@(R/Q)[[t]] by Proposition9. Thus R[[t]]= 
R + .Q[ [t]] + (t - 0) R[ [t]]. Since D is finitely generated, .CJ[[t]] = 
Q(R[[t]]). Thus R[[t]] = R+Q(R[[t]])+ (t-6) R[[t]]. Substitute 
this expression back into itself on the right to get R[[t]] = 
R+Q’R[[t]]+(t-@R[[t]] and iterate to get R[[t]]=R+(t-0) 
R[ [t]] using Q’ = (0). Since j,(e) = (0), tI E ZC(R) by Proposition 9. 1 
COROLLARY 24. Suppose Q is a finitely generated ideal such that R is 
canonically isomorphic to bR/Q”. Let cx, denote the natural map R --f R/Q’. 
Assume that x,(e)EI,(R/Q) andj,R,:nn, (a,(e))= (O),for alI n. Then BEI,( 
ProojY We inductively argue that a,,(e) E Z,(R/Q”). This is true for II = 1 
and the inductive step follows by Proposition 23 applied to the ring 
R/Q” + I, the ideal M, + I (Q’*) and element CX,, + r (0). 
Now let /I,, denote the composition R[[t]] --f (R/Q”)[[t]] -+ R/Q”, 
where the first map in the natural extension of c(, and the second map is 
G,,(~). We get an inverse system 
and an induced R-homomorphism B: R[ [t]] -+ R with p(t) = 8. Thus 
QEUR). I 
EXAMPLE 25. A ring T with elements a, z such that z E I,( T), a $ I,(T), 
yet 5 E I,( T/zT). 
Let k be a field and A, Z, { Y,}p”= I indeterminates. Let T= 
~C{~,),“=~1[:C~11CC~11/C~*, (ZAY,+I-ZYi),“,,). Let ~,a, (vi} denote 
the images in T of the corresponding indeterminates. Since z2 = 0, z E Z,(T). 
The equations 
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yield the expressions 
-zy,=(t-a) f (,=ozYi+,t’). 
Thus ZJ’, ~j,(a) for each i. Therefore j,(a) # (0) and alI,( But 
T/zT=k[(Y,]P”=,][[a]], h w ere 5 is the image of a. Hence. ti E I,( T/zT). 
THEOREM 26. Suppose R c 5’ are noetherian rings and S is a finite 
R-module. Then JmS = IJS). 
ProoJ: Since Z,(R) is a radical ideal [IES2, Proposition 1.2 J, 
I,(R)Sn R= Z,(R). Since 1,(R) c_ J(S), n I,( R)“S = (0). Therefore 
j,(Z,.(R)) = (0) and it follows that I,(R)zI,(S) by Proposition 10. If we 
now consider R/( I,( R) c S/1,(R) S, by Cox’s lemma (Proposition 21), we 
are reduced to the case where Z,(R)= (0). Thus we may assume I,(R) = (0) 
and the problem is to show Z,(S) = ,/@). However, &@ E I,(S) [ESI, 
Theorem E] so by another application of Cox’s lemma, we have 
R c S/,J@), which reduces us to the situation where R and S are reduced 
noetherian rings with S a finite R-module and I,(R) = (Oj. The claim then 
is Z,.(S) = (0). 
Suppose I,(S) # (0) and let (q,>y= 1 be the minimal primes of S. If 
I,(S) # (0), then I,(S) G q[ for some i. This implies I,(S/q,j # (.O) since q1 is 
closed by Proposition 2(v). Now consider R/q, n R = R’ c S’ G S/q,. We 
claim I,( R’) f (0). This follows from the following: 
LEMMA 21. If R c S are domains and S is a finite R-module, then 
I,(S) # (0) implies I,(R) # (0). 
Proof of Lemma. If R and S have the same quotient field let d be a 
nonzero conductor element. Then if 0 E Z,(S), d6 is in 1,(R) since the map 
ocIB which retracts S[[t]] onto S is easily seen to map R[[t]] into R. 
Otherwise, let R c S’ 5 S, where S’ is free over R and has the same 
quotient field as S. Since S is a finite S’-module, I,(s’) # (0) by the 
previous case. Hence I,(R) # (0) by Proposition 19. 1 
To complete the proof of Proposition 26. we note that the primes 
p, = qL n R are the minimal primes of R. Thus we have the following 
situation: R is a reduced noetherian ring with Z,(R) = (0), yet for some 
minimal prime pi, UR/P,) Z (01. This is impossible, for 
R c @ RJp,= R* c T, the total quotient ring of R. It is easily seen that 
I,(AOBj=Z,.(,4)0z,(B). Therefore &CR*) = 0 &(R/P,) implies 
I,(R*) # (0). But R* is a finite R-module so there is a regular conductor 
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element, say d, of R* to R. As above, one checks that d(Z,(R*)cZ,(R) so 
Z,(R*) # (0) implies Z,(R) # (0), a contradiction. 1 
We will apply Theorem 26 to characterize certain analytic extensions of a 
noetherian ring. We use the term Distinguished polynomial to denote a 
manic polynomial with all its lower degree coefficients in Z, of the base 
ring. First we note the following: 
THEOREM 28 (Weierstrass preparation theorem). Suppose R is a ring 
and f~ R[[X]] is of the form uX~ mod Z,(R[[X,, . . . . X,I-l]]) for some 
unit u E R[ [Xl]. Then there is a manic polynomial, F, of degree N in 
RIIIIXl, . . . . X,- 1]] [XH] and a unit ,a E R[ [Xl] such that f = pF. 
Note that the polynomial F is obviously a distinguished polynomial in 
X,, over the base ring R[[X1, . . . . X,- 1]]. 
ProoJ: Let f =Cj$ f,x, with fin R[[X,, . . . . X,,+ 1]]. Let aO, . . . . ay-l 
be the constant terms of the fo, .. . fN- I, respectively. Since 
Z,(R[ [Xl]) = (Z,(R), X), a, E Z,.(R) for each i. Let A = (L41);‘5,1 be indeter- 
minates and consider f * E R[ [A, X]] which is the series derived from f by 
replacing the constant term of.f, by A, for i= 0, . . . N - 1. Then f * satisfies 
the hypothesis of the Weierstrass preparation theorem as stated in [OM, 
Theorem 2.101 or [C, Corollary 31. Hence there is p*, a unit in 
R[[A, X]] and a manic F*ER[[A, X,, . . . X,-,]][X,,] such that 
F* = X,N mod(A, X,, . . . . X,- 1) and f * = F*p*. Since (a,, . . . . a,- I) E 
Z,(R[[X]]), there is an R[[X]]-h omomorphism c: R[ [A, X]] + R[[X]] 
taking A, to a,. Moreover, j’=a(f*)=a(F*) o(,u*), so F=o(F*) and 
,P = c(,u*) are the elements we seek. 1 
THEOREM 29. Suppose that R is noetherian ring and that S is R[ [XII/B 
for some ideal B. Then the fbllowing are equivalent: 
(i) S is a finite R-module. 
(ii) B contains distinguished polynomials in X, over the base ring 
R[[X,, . . . . Xl- 1]] for i= 1, . . . . n. 
(iii) B contains distinguished polynomials in X, over the base ring Rjbr 
i = 1, . . . n. 
(iv) S=R+,,/mS. 
ProojI (i) + (ii) Since B is closed, x,, the image of X,c in S is in Z,(S). 
Thus by Theorem 26, X: E Z,(R). S for some positive integer 1~2. Write 
x;=~,Alhi with Aje Z,(R) and hj E S. Therefore, there exists 
T=X;-xAih”,,B with hj~ R[[X]]. Now apply the Weierstrass 
preparation theorem (Theorem 28) to 7 to produce f such that T=ZJA 
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where p is a unit. This f is then distinguished in X, over 
RCCX,, .a., X, _ ,]I. Repeat this argument with S replaced by 
RC[XX, -, xil]l(Bn RCCX,, .-, X,]] j to get the desired sequence. 
(ii) + (iii) Since (X,> can be renumbered at will, each of them can be 
in place of Xi. Then (ii) applied to i = 1 gives the desired result. 
(iii) + (iv) If xi denotes the image of X, for each i, then the dis- 
tinguished polynomials clearly yield relations expressing x~~ as members of 
Z,(R)S for suitable integers m,. Since clearly, S = R + {x,) S. the result 
follows. 
(iv) -+ (i) Clearly B contains fi= Xyf- L’, for i = 1, . . . . n such that 
v, E Z,(R) R[ [Xl]. Let D be the ideal in R generated by the coefficients of
the u,. By hypothesis, Q c Z,(R) so Q E J(S) by Proposition 2(v) and 
n, Q”S= (0). On the other hand, S/&Q is an homomorphic image of 
R[[X]]/(Q, f,, . . . f,)= R[[X]]/(Q, KY’, . . . X2) which is a finite R- 
module. Thus SjQS is a finite R-module and by the version of Nakayama’s 
lemma stated in [ESl, p. 861, S is a finite R-module. } 
As indicated in the Introduction, Theorem 29 is a generalization of a 
result of Cox [C, Theorem 6] who shows, in the one variable noetherian 
case, that R[ [t]]/B is a finitely generated, free R-module if and only if B is 
generated by a distinguished polynomial. The“obvious” generalization of 
this fact does not extend to several variables. For instance, 
B= (17, Xi, X,X?) cannot be generated by two distinguished polynomials 
even though R[[X,, X211/B is free. 
EXAMPLE 30. It is not true in general that if R[I[X]]/B is a finite R- 
module, then B contains a distinguished polynomial, as in Theorem 29. For 
instance, consider the rings R, S of Example 20. Let 5: S[‘1’]] -+ S by T --+ t. 
Let T*: R[ [ T]] -+ S be the restriction of r and let B = kernel r*. Clearly S 
is a finite R-module, yet we claim that B contains no manic polynomial 
f = rl+IL<,* c,T’ with C,E Z,(R). For if it did, then 0 = t*(J) = 
t” + c, < n c, t’ would imply t” E Z,(R) for some IZ. But since Z,(R) is a radical 
ideal [ES2, I.21 this would imply t* E Z,(R), a contradiction. m 
COROLLARY 3 1. Let R 5 S be noetlzerian rings with S a finite R-module. 
IH order that there exist a surjective R-homomorphism R[ [Xl] -+ S it is 
rrecessary alld sufficient that S = R + dfIC( R) S. 
ProoJ: The necessity is immediate from Theorem 31. To see the suf- 
ficiency let ( 1, 0 1, . . . 0,) be a module basis for S over R. Using the 
hypothesis and Theorem 26, we may assume that each o, is in Z,(S). Then 
the S-homomorphism S[ [Xl] -+ S taking Xi to o, for each i is easily seen 
to restrict to an R-homomorphism of R[[X]] onto R. 1 
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The rings R and S in Example 30 show the necessity of the noetherian 
hypothesis in Corollary 31. 
,Vore added in proof Proposition 18(i) remains true under the weaker hypothesis that the 
retraction y: S + R is only an R-module retraction. To see this we construct a similar map 
R[[r]] + s[[t]] --+ S --tT R, which is only assumed to be an R-module homomorphism. Now 
if~.,“=or~r’=(f-e)~~~oS~r’,then~:,”=,~(r,)r’=(t-8)~,“=,)‘(s,)t’.Fromthisitiseasytosee 
that (f-0) S[[t]] n R[[t]] = (r-0) R[[r]]. This shows that the kernel of the composite 
map R[[t]] + R is the ideal (f-0) R[[f]] and hence @EI,(R). 
In fact, this stronger version of Proposition 18(i) is needed in the proof of Proposition 19. 
The authors are grateful to Professor T. M. Viswanathan for calling this to their attention. 
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